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Introduction
For many Christians, Advent is their favorite

season, yet they find themselves overshadowed
with shopping, preparations for Christmas, unexpected snow and ice storms, holiday parties, and
endless other distractions. Although the tree might
be decorated and the presents wrapped, Christmas
sometimes simply falls upon us, our souls feeling
woefully unprepared.
Praying Advent hopes to help prepare busy
souls for the true Christmas season. The book is
divided into four weeks, with a scripture reading,
reflection, and spiritual practice for each day. If
you cannot do a reflection on a certain day, just
pick the book up the next day and begin again.
The object is not perfect discipline, but to be
better prepared for the Christmas season. Like
a tree that is dressed with lights, garland, ornaments, and a crib below, these reflections dress
our souls. While some readers’ preparations will,
perhaps, be more elaborate than that of others,
we can imagine God smiling at a busy soul, and
reveling in the beauty of its simple preparation.
“The best we can do” is truly a gift that brings
delight to God.
Begin by slowly reading the Advent scripture
reading. You may wish to take a few minutes
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pondering it before reading the reflection that
follows. Or you may prefer to take a minute of
silence after the reflection. Following the reflection is a suggested spiritual practice that can be
done during the course of the day. Feel free to
adjust this rhythm according to your own needs.
Find your own preference and trust that it is
God’s path for you.
Think of the suggested spiritual practice as
a physical exercise that can be adjusted to the
needs of your own body type. Try to practice it
throughout the day, but if you forget just try again
tomorrow.
During the fourth week, Christmas is the last
reflection and may be used on Christmas day.
In Advent we celebrate both that God has already come, yet is coming. Already encircled by
infinite divine life and love, we try to awaken our
souls to God’s vibrant presence. This month-long
journey can beautify souls and awaken hearts to
the presence of Emmanuel — God with us.
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Leveling the Mountains
and Hills
Scripture Reading: Luke 3:3–6

John preached a baptism of repentance for

the forgiveness of sins, as it is written in the book
of the prophet Isaiah:
A voice cries out in the desert:
“Prepare the way of the Lord.
Make straight God’s paths.
Every valley shall be filled
and every mountain and hill shall be leveled.
Winding roads will be made straight,
rough paths will be made smooth,
and every human person
shall see the salvation of God!”

Reflection
The Advent season calls us to “repent” from
the busyness of our lives to the quiet, reverence,
and peace necessary to welcome a baby into
the world. To do this, we must make room for
the child, cleaning up and simplifying our lives
from unnecessary outer and inner clutter. On the
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outside, we are asked to level every mountain of
superfluous possessions and offer them to those
whose need is a valley waiting to be filled. On
the inside, we are to discern what is winding and
rough, straightening out our relationships as best
we can and smoothing our rough personal edges.

Spiritual Practice
What in my life is superfluous and might be
given to others? Can I organize just a small corner
of my life and give what I do not need to someone
who needs it? Perhaps today I might straighten out
a cupboard, a closet, or a corner of a room.
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